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ABSTRACT

Interaction of two dipolar surfaces separated by a polar medium is

considered within the framework of nonlocal electrostatics. The dipolar surface
layers are modelled as regular lattices with fixed orientation of dipoles which

are immersed into the solvent; solvent response is characterized by nonlocal

dielectric function- The model is elaborated in order to reveal the role of

the dipolar layer discreteness in the electric field produced by one surface and

the interaction between two surfaces (which gives rise to the so called "hydration"

or "structural" force acting between mineral surfaces and phospholipid bilayers).

The discreteness effects are present only for commensurate lattices. Their

special mutual arrangement then may lead to considerable reduction of structural

forces, viz- the usual repulsion regime may change at short distances to attraction.

Conditions are considered when repulsion is entirely replaced by attraction, i.e.

the "hydration barrier" disappears.

In appended note we discuss the role of solvation of surface dipolar groups.

We propose an explanation of why two modes of decay (one with oscillative fine

structure) may be present in the dependence of the force upon distance if the

surface dipolar groupsare immersed deep enough in the solvent and how the long-

range oscillative mode disappears when the surface is but weakly solvated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1,i "Structural" (or "hydration") forces and their interpretation

About 50 years ago, Derjaguin raised a hypothesis on the existence of

special forces acting at short distances between surfaces separated by a solution

which are different from "electrostatic forces" (due to overlap of diffuse

double layers) and Van der Waals forces [1]. Derjaguin and Churaev [2] have

drawn a number of evidences for the presence of such forces from the study

of differences between the experimental data for disjoining pressure and DLVO

theory. The interest to this problem was renewed after a direct observation

of a very strong repulsion between phospholipid bilayers in water at distances

< 3nm by Parsegian and co-workers [3]; similar phenomena on mica surfaces were

then revisited with convincing results [4],[5]. Interaction of this kind was

later found for some other solvents [6] and its various peculiarities were

subsequently studied in a number of works [7].

In colloid science these forces are frequently called, following Derjaguin,

the "structural forces". In biophysical context the Parsegian notion "hydration

forces" (which also has some history) became popular emphasizing the hydration

of liophilic groups of phospholipids. Each notion focusses on different aspects

of the phenomena [8], The "hydration" resembles what is the source of perturbation

leading to arrival of the force, while the word "structural" refers to what is

the mediator of the force. For the nonlocal electrostatic mechanism proposed

in the present paper (in elaboration of a number of works discussed below) both

terms seem to be incomplete; to avoid new terminology we use both of them with

some bias on the term "hydration force".

The hydration (structural) forces are interpreted as a result of perturbation

of some order parameter in the liquid by each surface and the overlap of the perturbed

regionsiS). One may, so far, speak about linear and nonlinear response effects.

Indeed, the force may arise within the linear perturbation when the dependence

of the mean value of the order parameter on the distance to the surface is born

out without any perturbation of the binary correlation function. Alternatively,

liquid structure between surfaces differs entirely from the bulk one, i.e. the

binary and higher order correlation functions are changed by the presence of the

boundary.

Approaches tovards the analytical theory at the moment are limited to

the linear response. Conventionally, they can be classified with regard to what

is the perturbation and which order parameter can. be perturbed. In uniform simple

liquids there is only one order parameter: the local mass density *>

*) It is strongly perturbed by a hydrophobic surface near which the liquid is

more structurized than in the bulk [9] (a typical nonlinear effect! [10]);

as a "zero" approximation it can still be considered within the linear

response theory [111,[12].
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In dipolar fluids there is another prominent parameter, the orientation of

solvent molecules. Perturbation of this order parameter (together with the

density of molecules) was viewed starting with Marcelja and Radic {13] as another,

possibly, most important source of hydration force.

In a computer simulation there is certainly no need to distinguish

between the linear and nonlinear response effects and different types of

perturbation takes place subject to a given set of interatomic potentials.

The questions so far asked might be separatley the profiles of density, molecular

orientation, medium polarization, electric potential, etc. Interesting work of

this kind was performed within the framework of ST-2 model of water and zwitterionic

model of the surface by Kjellander and Marcelja [14].

1.2 Linear nonlocal electrostatic approach to the theory of structural

(hydration) forces

Marcelja and co-workers [13],[15] were the first to rationalize the

hydration force as a result of nonlocal polarizability of water by surface induced

polarization perturbation. The theory was later on advanced by Cevc [16] and

Belaya et al. [17] using methods of nonlocal electrostatics (electrostatics of

media with spatial dispersion of dielectric permittivity) elaborated during the

last 15 years [18].

The theory does no depend upon what is the cause of interfacial polarization

superimposed as a boundary condition: it can be formed by oriented polar groups

of the hydrated amphiphilic layer, chemisorbed oriented molecules or zwitterions

on a mineral surface. In all the cases the interfacial polarization figures as

a parameter of the theory. In Ref. [17] the fixed value of water polarization

was, for the first time, adopted not on the water surface but at some distance

inside which takes into account the hydration of polar heads of amphiphiles, of

zwitterions or chemisorbed molecules immersed in water.

The calculations in Refs. [15]-[17] were all based on what is termed in

nonlocal electrostatics the "dielectric approximation" for the linear response

of a bounded polar medium [18],[19] and a simple "pole approximation" for the

spatially dispersive bulk dielectric function. General expression for the

hydration force via an arbitrary form of the nonlocal permittivity of the solvent

film (free of electrolyte) was derived by Kornyshev [20]. Implications of this

formula were, however, demonstrated by means of the same model example.

Going beyond these approximations gives a number of interesting effects.

In our preceding letter [21], in order to demonstrate the role of the interface

in the formulation of hydration force, we studied another "extreme" approximation

for the dielectric response of the bounded solvent, alternative to the "dielectric

approximation" employed in Refs. [15]-[17], This is the model of specular
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reflection of polarization waves [22],[23] in water from its boundaries,

"practical" advantage of this approach is that it allows to express the hydration

force through the solvent bulk static dielectric function of an arbitrary form.

With the help of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, the hydration force was

then expressed directly through the static form-factor of polarization

fluctuations S(R) ^ < ?(i?)?(0)>. A simple result was obtained for large

distance between surfaces, h, where the force, F, was shown to be roughly

•v. —,[hS(h)] [21]. Thus, when S(R) % e"E'A (where A is the polarization
dh . /.

fluctuations correlation range), F -v e , while if S(R) exhibits decaying

oscillations F also oscillates at the background of exponential decay.

Monotonous single-exponential decaying S(R) corresponds to a single

pole of the medium dielectric function E(K) on the imaginary axis (the

approximation used in Refs.[15]-[17] and in the illustrative example considered

in Ref. [20]). Nonaonotonous profile of S(R) follows immediately when the

pole is shifted to the complex plane of k [18],[24]. Thus, the oscillation is

a property of solvent dielectric response and can easily be incorporated into

the theory.

Another interesting result of Ref. [21]was the elimination of the force

with the decrease of the degree of hydration, viz. the distance from the surface

of the liquid, t, where then boundary condition on polarization is superimposed.

F was shown to be, roughly, ^[1-e ] , so that F ^ 0(£ ) while it decreases

to a nonzero value i + 0 in the results of calculation based on the "dielectric

approximation". This allowed us to propose a mechanism of elimination of the

force via phenomena which diminish effective values of I (e.g. Cg ion

adsorption [25]) or, inversely, to explain the increase of F in cases when the

effective rise of " might be expected (e.g. adsorption cf holesterine [26]).

1.3 What the theory seems to explain and pressing questions

We now list main features of hydration (structural) forces commenting

on the present status of their understanding.

1.3.1 Order of magnitude

The forces are extremely strong, especially for amphiphiles. In order
o

to keep two phospholipid bilayers at separations of 7A one should apply the

external pressure of 1000 atm. Estimates of Belaya et al. [17] show that the

theory based on polarization mechanism can explain these grand values.

1.3.2 Mode of decay

The forces between phospholipids are well approximated by exponential

dependence

F - Fn exp - £_
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where hfl s 2.5 - 3A and FQ = 5.10' - 5.10
10 din/cm , the dispersion

corresponding to different phospholipids. '

For mineral systems the force decay can roughly be fitted by exponential

(1.1). Here, the preexponential factor Fn is two orders of magnitude lower,
^ o

while the decay length h,. is greater (h., > 10 A) [27]. More accurate data

indicates that they are better approximated by two exponentials [28]

(1.2)

o
where the short range exponential, characteristic of h. s 1.7 A and

9 2
P. a 2.3 • 10 din/cm , describes, probably, the type of interaction similar to

phospolipids while the longer one, with h^ % 10 A and ?2 "v. 10 - 108 din/cm ,

is due to some other type of interaction.

Marcelja [13] was the first to explain the simple exponential form (1.1).

It was later repeatedly obtained in all the models based on the pole approximation

for the solvent dielectric function [15]-[17], A superposition of several

exponentials with different decay lengths can also be obtained {16]. Decomposition

of polarization fluctuation into contributions due to different modes having

different correlation ranges [29] should be employed for this as elaborated for

water [30] and other solvents [31] (see a discussion in Ref.[18]). It vas, however,

unclear why this feature, a property of the solvent dielectric response, manifests

itself in the interaction of solid surfaces and is not seen for phospholipids.

1.3.3 Fine structure

The same question arises in connection with the fine structure in F(h)

dependence. F(h) exhibits decaying oscillations in a number of nonpolar,

simple dipolar and associated polar liquids between mica surfaces [4],[6], while

they are not observed for phospholipids [4]. The period of oscillations is of

the order of solvent molecule diameter. So they can be rationalized assuming

the same fine structure in the binary correlation'function S(R) [21], But

why this property is exposed in the interaction of solid surfaces but not for

surfaces of liquid-crystalline-like phospholipids?

1.3.4 The nature of the preexponential factor

It is poorly known for phospholipids which of the groups are responsible

for surface polarization. In the hydrophilic part of the phospholipid molecules

there are inner groups having a permanent dipole moment of a moderate value,

oriented normally to the interface. It is unclear how deep these groups are

*) Even for most charged lipid bilayers the usual value of electrostatic

repulsion corresponds to F« two orders of mangitude lower. It is

symptomatic that neither F-, nor h_ depend upon the values of surface charge.
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inside the water? The dipole moments of the outer groups (which are obviously in

water) are assumed to be oriented dominantly in the lateral plane, the normal

component being small and fluctuating around zero. Due to averaging in the

lateral plane it is unlikely that they can contribute to the interaction of the

surfaces >. Unprobable is the assumption that surface polarization is due to

oriented water molecules which are disposed between phospholipid chains,

because if this molecule losses bonds with the rest water molecules it will be

"out of water". The perturbation of water polarization will then be very small

[17],[20] or zero [21].

Hydration forces in mineral systems are observed only in electrolyte

solutions. The value of the preexponential factor depends on the ionic strength:

it rises rapidly with the bulk concentration of ions, c, and then reaches a

plateau. It was, therefore, assumed that the dipole layer on s mineral surface

has a zwitterionic nature: the counterions "couple" with active ionic centers on

the crystalline surface, thus, forming "dipoles". The maximum number of such

dipoles per init area, i.e. the limiting density of the dipole layer is determined

by the number of active centers. Since the average area per one center is much

larger than the surface area per one phospholipid head, the maximum value of

F« for minerals is much smaller than for phospholipids. The dependence P'(c)

is governed by ionic adsorbtion isoterm. Zwitterionic "dipoles" are well

hydrated so that each zwitterion will contribute to the hydration force.

1.4 Dipole lattice discreteness

Apart from great importance of hydration forces in colloid and biological

systems they have drawn attention of physicists as, possibly, a pure

manifestation of spatial dispersion in electrostatics. Indeed, the dipole

layer continuous in the lateral plane produces - according tc classical electro-

statistics - no field outside the layer. The existence of such field is an

evidence in favour of nonlocal polarizability of water. The nonlocality propagates

the perturbation outside the layer at distances of the order of solvent short-

range structure scales.

However, if the perturbing dipole layer were discrete, the electric field

will go outside the layer even in classical electrostatistics [32],[33]. So it is

interesting to study the nonlocal effects for a discrete lattice. The results

would then cover two limits, the field of a discrete lattice in classical

electrostatics and the field of a dipole layer smeared in the lateral plane

within the framework of nonlocal electrostatics, and the intermediate behaviour.

It is also of relevance to study the laws of interaction of two discrete layers.

Such a problem has been studied in the molecular dynamic simulation

by Kjellander and Marcelja [14] within the framework of ST-2 model of water

and zwitterionic model for a dipolar lattice. They proved unambiguously the

existence of the nonlocal water polarization but missed a chance to follow the

discreteness effects since they focussed on results averaged in the lateral

plane.

The role of the lattice discreteness will be the main subject of our paper.

1.5 Preview

We shall derive analytical expressions for the electric potential

produced by a dipolar lattice in a nonlocal medium near the interface with a

local low polar medium. We shall show that there arrive three characteristic

decay lengths:

h = A, h- = a/2ir (a is the lattice constant), and

h 3 = (A"
2 + [3/2T.1 - 2 ) - l / 2

We shall study the interaction of two discrete lattices and show that

a) the discreteness effects disappear for incommensurate lattices or

commensurate lattices rotated on a random angle (not satisfying a special condition);

b) if the basic vectors of two commensurate lattices are collinear the

discreteness contribution depends on the coordinate shift. Simple condition is

obtained for the mutual arrangement of such lattices when the discreteness gives

an attractive contribution to the interaction of the surfaces.

Statistical disorder will likely induce the effective "incommensurability".

Brownian translations and rotations of the surfaces will also tend to eliminate

the discreteness effects. However, when the discreteness-induced attraction

happens to be remarkable, the mutual arrangement would tend to satisfy the conditions

of the energy lowering.

As in Refs.[17],[20] and, especially, [21], we emphasize throughout the

paper the role of the hydration factor H. We follow the interplay between the

interface parameters £ and a and the solvent correlation range A. We shall

see that elimination of S. (which in Ref. [21] have led to disappearance of repulsive

hydration force) with account of lattice discreteness gives rise to pure attraction.

In the appended note we, furthermore, discuss the "It-dependent" weighting of the

contribution to hydration forces of different modes and its possible consequences.

*) This is supported by the results obtained in the present paper.
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2. ELECTRIC POTENTIAL PRODUCED BY A REGULAR DIPOLAR LATTICE
NEAR THE INTERFACE OF TWO DIELECTRICS

Before studying the interaction of two dipolar surfaces we first

analyze a simpler problem of a distribution of electric potential produced

by a single surface. We represent it as a plane lattice of dipoles which

is parallel to the interface of two dielectrics. The dielectric in which the

lattice is immersed simulates the solvent, while the bounding medium stands for

the body of the particle.

2.1 General expression

We consider the lattice of dipoles which have the same orientation.

It will be convenient to represent it as a combination of two identical

parallel plane lattices ("+" and "-") the sites of which are occupied by

charges q and -q, respectively (Fig. 1). The sites coordinates are:

, x }, rk . x } where R* is the radius-vector in the lateral

plane. The "+" lattice is shifted with respected "-" lattice:

-X" i J
The angle between the dipoles orientation and x-axis is then

( 2 . u

C 2- 2 )

Potential produced by such "zwitterionic" system of charges is given by

2.3)

where R^ = R^ and *f(R - S , x, x1) is the electric potential at the point

r = {R*. x} produced by a unit point charge located at r' = {8, x 1}, i.e. the

electrostatic Green-function. With the help of Fourier-Bessel transform

(2.4)

one obtains after some algebra

(2.5)

where S is the unit cell area, g is the vector of reciprocal lattice

(g-E - 2n•integer). In the derivation of Eq.(2.5), the equality

was used.

(2.6)

The first term in Eq.(2.5) corresponds to the potential produced by

normally oriented dipole layer, smeared in the lateral plane. The second term

accounts for discreteness of the lattice of the normally oriented dipoles. The

last term arrives only when there is a nonzero tangential component of

orientation of dipoles.

We now consider a lattice of point dipoles in the plane x = I.

Having introduced surface densities of normal and tangential components of

dipolar polarization

(2.7)P = i.
J. S ii u

and tending ax -» u, jflRJ -» 0 at lixea f and P,,, we obtain:

' ^ > £

I- cosfR R l
g

(2.8)

-9-
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In the limit of a •+ 0, i.e. for a continuous dipole layer, only

the first tsrm in Eq.(2.5) retains since |g | -» «. Hence no electric field

is produced by a smeared layer of lateral dipoles.

Eqs.(2.5) and (2.8) solve the problem of potential produced by

zwitterionic or point dipole lattices for a given electrostatic Green function

£ (Q, x, x').

2.2 The Green functions

We now draw several model Green functions which we later use in

particular calculations via Eq.(2.8).

The simplest form follows from classical electrostatics, i.e. when the

half-spaces x > 0 and x < 0 are occupied by media with dielectric constants

e and en, respectively,

2T r= ̂ 1 [ e v e (2.9)

Much more complex is the case when the dielectric response of the media

in contact is nonlocal. However, in the so called "specular reflection

approximation" the Green-function can be expressed via the bulk dielectric

functions of these media, and Er/'') [34]:

where

(2.11)

-ioY

space

In a particular case of a spatially nondispersive medium in the half-

x < 0 (i.e. Eg(K) - eQ) and the "pole" approximation for the dielectric

function of the medium at

eQ)

x > 0

(2.12)

which interpolates between the short-range ( E ) and long-range macroscopic (e)

screening (e > e) [18], Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) give

-10-

(2.13)

(2.14)

We also prepare an expression (to be used in Sec. 3) for the case when

the region x > 0 is occupied by a slab 0 < x < L filled with a medium

characterized by the bulk dielectric function e(k) and then at x > L by a

medium with local dielectric constant £ Q the same as in the region x < 0,

The Green function for such a system can be obtained as a particular case

(static limit) of the Romanov slab Green-function [23]. We need only values

inside the slab where

•F(a,x,x#) = 2irf b CQ,x,x'> + h(Q,x , x ' ) -

0 < X X ' < L

c L i + ^ a a 6,QQ,(B(0) (2.15)

(
>̂  A

(2.16)

The substitution of the pole approximation (2.12) into Eq.(2.16) then gives

- 1 1 -



*• I X -

c

tQ. sinh QL

-^xfx ' f tx-x 'o j cosh a^

t£
(V-x'}

sinh Q.^

>Gl cosh QL 2; cosh §. t - J [ t t t
C

Cosh Q-t.

\ ,- ianh Qi -

(2.17)

where

a =

with L + », Eq.(2.17) reduces to Eqs. (2.10), (2.13) and (2.14).

(2.18)

2.3 Model results

Let us draw the results of substitution of Green function (2.9) or (2.10),

(2.13) and (2.1A) into Eq.(2.8). Expressions for arbitrary x are too

cimbersoine to be given here. Transparent asymptotic results are available when

2ii(x-!l) is much greater than the lattice constants. One may, in this case,

retain in the sum (2.8) only first terms uhich correspond to smallest values of

|g,[. For the sake of definiteness, we put down the result for a square lattice

the axises of which coincide with y and z. Extension to any other regular

lattice meets no difficulties.

-12-

2.3 . 1 Classical electrostatics

Eq. (2.9) gives

_2«/b

(tOS H <• COS 1") f

V
(2.19)

b 5

E »

the

and

(cf

2.3

a/2n where a is the lattice constant. Expression for electric field

- vd> follows immediately. He thus see that in classical electrostatics

field of a dipolar lattice decays exponentially with a decay range a/2ir

both the normal and lateral polarization can produce such decaying field

[33J).

2 Nonlocal effects

Substitution of Eq. (2.10) with (2.13) and (2.1A) into Eq.(2.B) gives

f

(2.20)

vfhere

(2.21)

(2.22)

-e (2.23)
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-It/b
(2.24)

- e +• 7- e (2.25)

(2.26)

(2.27)

When A - 0 or C = 0 the nonlocal terms vanish and Eq.(2.2O) reduces

to Eq.(2.19), Otherwise, we arrive at three decay length:

A, the result known from nonlocal electrostatics of smeared dipole
layers;

b, the decay lengths of classical electrostatics for a discrete dipolar
lattice;

A, the "interference" length (Eq.(2.21)) which vanishes when either
A or b tends to zero.

When the discreteness of the lattice is negligible, i.e. b •+ 0, only

first two terms retain in Kq.(2.20), so that the electric field produced by the

layer is

We thus once more demonstrate that a nonzero electric field of a continuous

layer is a pure nonlocal effect which disappears with C - 0 or A - 0.

As discussed in Eef. [21], the field vanishes with 1-.0 because in

the "specular reflection approximation" the normal component of medii™ polarization

is zero at the interface and the value of ?i cannot perturb the polarization of

the medium if not located far enough from the interface.

The F|f-contribution appears only as a result of discreteness both in

classical and nonlocal theories.

-14-

3. INTERACTION OF TWO DIPOLAR SURFACES

He consider interaction between two plane parallel dipolar lattices with

fixed normal orientation of dipoles which arii immersed in a dielectric slab with

spatially dispersive permittivity bounded by two local media (Fig. 2). This

model will simulate the interaction between two surfaces the dipolar groups of

which are immersed into solvent, viz, are hydrated. In contrast to Sec. 2 we

limit our analysis by the case when surface dipoles are oriented perpendicularly

to the lattice plane. In the problem of hydration forces the lateral components

are, as a rule, not fixed and its average value is likely to be zero.

3.1 General expression via electrostatic Green function

Electrostatic interaction of two point dipolar lattices is given by

expression

where <$(S, x) is the potential produced by a single surface located x = S..

Here S, are the lateral coordinates of the sites of the lattice located at
k

x = L - V Insertion of Eq.(2.8) (with P.. = 0) into (3.1) gives

2 X = L - C n
Let us consider for definiteness rectangular lattices ;

I e1

= a,n +• ayff, = 0)

(3.2)

(3.3)

and the second lattice shifted and rotated with respect to the first one at

an angle a:

_« V

where the rotation matrix

(3.5)

-15-



then

i t *•

so that

;
' sino/

COS<J(

> (3.6)

Effective "incommensurability" of commensurate lattices might happen

when the second lattice is rotated on a random angle with respect to the first

one. The lattices then interact like smeared ones. We shall, however, not study

this situation since, as we show belov, there is a possibility for commensurable

lattices to reduce system energy due to discreteness effects by a realization of

a particular, energetically profitable, mutual arrangement of nonrotated

lattices.

In the case of two nonrotated (a = 0) identical lattices, Eq.(3.2) gives

for the interaction energy per unit surface area, W, the expression

X -

= 6

where

, , = ^ nn'coso< -

f^ inn' mm1

The sum in Eq.(3.7) in the case of g # 0 is given by

fm,n;i»>'

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9a)

(3.9b)

where N is the total number of sites in the second lattice. Thus only the values

of g (i.e. of n and m) which satisfy (3.9a) give a contribution to the sun

in Eq.(3.2). If there are no n and m fulfilling this condition, only the

first, g = 0, term retains and Y~ exp{-gPM| = N.

Condition (3.9a) is fulfilled, in particular, when a = 0 and lattices

are commensurate (a'/a and a I/a » r e rational numbers). On the contrary,

the incommensurate lattices interact like the smeared layers since only g = 0

term in Eq.(3.2) is nonzero.

(3.10)

(where P refers to the second lattice). Here, the first term accounts for

the interaction of smeared layers and the second term carries information about

discreteness.

Similar expression can be written for two commensurate collinear square

lattices - at the place of 53 here stands the summation over the vectors of

•+
reciprocal lattice, the one E which has the smaller peiod. It hence follows,

in particular, that when one of the layers is smeared, viz. has a "zero lattice

constant", there are no discreteness effects in the interaction of the surfaces.

Let us consider two identical rectangular lattices. It is easy to show

that for large L and a monotonous
3x3xr

which leads to repulsive

interaction, the minimum of £f is reached when |u I = a /2 and |uz[ - 3z/2, i.e. in

order to reduce the energy, the sites of one lattice would stand in front of the

unit cell centers of the other. When ;-• - (g, x, x') lead to oscillative

interaction (subject to peculiarities of the solvent nonlocal response) the

attractive regions will be increased while the repulsive peaks decreased by

discreteness due to corresponding relaxation of cos g u.

3,2 Model expression for W

We now apply the Romanov Green-function (2.15) and (2.16) together with

the pole approximation for t(fc), viz, the Green-function (2.17),to Eq.(3.10).

The result is quite cumbersome and we draw it for the simplest case: the

-16-
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interaction of identical collinear square lattices (Pi
=F

i>

; - U )S = a n + a m = ?, -u)y z k

e- £ cash L/2

-i«/ba

(3.15)

cosh 5mh | L / Z J

£

^ + z c l

g - (3.11)

This equation takes a transparent form for large distances between

surfaces. For the force acting between the surfaces, calculated per unit surface

area:

(3.12)

we then obtain

where the coefficients are:

f = £(-1- e )

(3.13)

(3.14)

A e

t 17 •" c ) 1

- e

(3.16)

(A is given by Eq.(2.21)).

Again, as in Eq.(2.20), we see three exponentials with decay lengths:

A, b and A. But there is a possibility that terms with b and A enter with

negative sign which depends on the lateral shift between the lattices.

4. DISCUSSION

So, we obtain rather important effect of lattice discreteness on the

potential produced by a dipolar lattice if its lattice constant ^ 2irA. Its

manifestation in the interaction of two separated dipolar lattices is peculiar.

The discreteness gives rise to the second term in Eq.(3.13) which is composed of

two items, ^ e and ^ e , The former does not disappear in the limit of

classical electrostatics representing interaction of discrete dipolar arrays.

The second item exhibits new combined decay length (2.21). It disappears

with C -* 0 or A-*-0, being a pure nonlocal effect. The "discreteness" term

enters with a cosine-factor which reflects mutual arrangement of the lattices.

This factor makes possible for discreteness term to change sign subject to

respective lateral motion of the lattices. This may give rise to "attraction"

-18- -19-



due to "discreteness" at the background of the generally repulsive continuous
term. For two identical square lattices the attraction is maximum when they

are collinear and the sites of one look at the cell centers of the other.

Thus, the discreteness Rives rise to a reauction of hydration barriers.

This we see from Figs. 3-5 where the results of calculation via

Eqs. (3.13)-(3.16) are plotted for different values of parameters '.

By "0" we marked the results corresponding to cosine-factor = 0, i.e. the force

acting between the smeared layers. As we see from comparison of Fig. 5 and

Fig. 4 increase of L drastically increases absolute values of the force. At

I •+ 0 in Eq.{3.13) only the first item in the discreteness-term retains

(f^,f2 -*• 0) so that when cosine-factor » -1, the force becomes purely attractive.

We therefore have to acknowledge that for an arrival of strong repulsive force

the hydration factor must be sufficiently large.

We arrive at purely attractive force when either 1 = 0 or at

t # 0, b > A. Since values of lattice constants for zwitterionic lattices
o

a £ 2ITA ^ 20 A are quite imaginable we thus have to conclude that there must be

reasons for elimination of discreteness effects, otherwise the hydration repulsion

were not observed. This can be an effective incommensurability or simply a

strong disorder. As for I, they are of course never equal to zero in

experiments identifying repulsion. At the same time if we were able to diminish

£ by some surfactants or specifically absorbing ions which replace water from

the intersites of the dipolar lattice, the repulsive force will turn into strong

attractive force. This is probably what is met upon calcium ion adsorption.

The discreteness effects obtained so far looks much more important than

those discussed by Kjellander and Marcelja [14] who has drawn the quantities averaged

in the lateral plane '. So, in their simulation the dependence on the structure

of the lattice is manifested only through some changes in tne interaction of water

with the surface.

The discreteness effects fail to explain the mysterious changes in the

decay length of repulsion in a set of mineral surfaces, mentioned in the

Introduction. These changes could have been achieved if the cosine-factor were equal

to one. The long-range exponent would then follow for large enough b . However,

since the system will tend to reduce its energy, the cosine-factor will be -1,

thereby providing an attractive contribution which becomes very large at too

large b. Thus, the reason for variation or repulsive force decay length for

different surfaces remains unclear. In the same way, the dependence of fine

*) In Fig. 5, the results for curves 1 and 2 may be inadequate in the region of

very small L since the criterion L - 21 » b might not be fulfilled. The

dependence on eQ occurs to be negligible and is not displayed.

**) Except for their Fig. 6, where they, unfortunately, did not vary lattice

constant.

structure in £(L) on the nature of the interface remains unexplained. Some

speculations on this subject are, however, given in the appended note.

Our conclusions concerning the electric potential produced by one

dipolar surface and interaction of two surfaces were based on a model of a

regular lattice. The conclusions can be changed for a fractal model of disordered

surfaces which is the subject of our present investigations.
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APPENDIX

Contribution to hydration forces due to different polarization modes

in the case of weakly hydrated surfaces.

We now entirely ignore the discreteness effects but concentrate on

possible difference in the different polarization modes contributions. Let us

assume that orientational polarization which contributesto hydration force can

he split • into the high frequency part, ?., with small correlation range, A.,

and ?2 with larger range, Xj K Then, for identical surfaces, instead of

Eq. (9) of Ref. [21] we obtain

F .

where

r < - i-
£-*

(A.2)

are the coupling constants for corresponding polarization fields, (E,,( is the

dielectric^constant at the frequency which separates spectra giving rise to

r^ and ? 2 > for discussion see Refs. [18], [24]).

Let

\-^<^Z (A.3)

Then, since £A is unlikely to be so close to E that inequality c. > c-

were violated, only the first term in (A.I) would survive. Therefore, for a

weakly hydrated surface (£ « Aj) it is natural to expect only the short range

decay length. On the contrary, for well hydrated surfaces two modes of decay

will be seen.

Moreover, it will be the lower frequency contribution which might reveal

fine structure in <P*.,(r)?2<r' )>. Thus, for weakly solvated surfaces we arrive at

a single monotonous mode of decay, but for t large enough the oscillations will

be pronounced **)

Is it not the situation for weakly solvated phospholipids and strongly

solvated mineral surfaces? It qualitatively looks very much like that. There are,

however, some problems with numbers. For instance, it is unlikely that Xn
o l

were greater than 5-7 A, while just such sort of longer decay lengths are

observed for mineral surfaces. Furthermore, not all phospholipids should be

*) Physical basis for this assumption can be provided by a "two-state" model of

water. Then the P., is due to molecules associated in the hydrogen-bonded

network, while ? is due to quasi-free molecules.

**) This statement can be formalized by writing a straightforward extension

of Eq.(15) of Ref,[21] for the case of two-modes contribution.

-22-

regarded as weakly solvated. Some are, possibly, characterized by considerable

t. Finally, "«.-weighting" of mode contributions would not be so discriminative

for models of solvent dielectric response other than "specular reflection"

approximation. That was the reason why Cevc [16] who used the "dielectric

approximation" met nothing of the kind at I = O.

Note that quite an alternative explanation of arrival and disappearance

of oscillations in the hydration force was earlier suggested by Vedenov and

Levchenko [35]. It is based on a strongly non-linear effect of bilayer surfaces

on the structure of water between the hllayers. This kind of phenomena - if

they exist - are beyond the capabilities of the linear response theory. They

should be treated with the help of a microscopic model in which the polar heads

are considered on the same footing as water molecules (cf. [35]).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 The "profile" of a zwitterionic lattice near the boundary of two

dielectrics (comments in the text).

Fig. 2 The model of two separated dipolar surfaces: two plane parallel

lattices (at x = t and x = L-!.') Immersed near the boundaries

in the slab with spatially dispersive dielectric properties; the slab

separates two half-spaces filled with a local dielectric. The dipoles

are oriented along x-axis. For definiteness, the profile of two

identical norotated rectangular lattices is exposed when sites of one

looks at the cell-centers of the other.

Fig. 3-5 The force acting between two dipolar surfaces as a function of a distance

between them (c.f. Fig. 2), calculated by means of Eq. (3.13) for different

values of parameters (all distances in nm); I = 80 and E = 4.9

("water"), e_ = 2 (nonpolar medium).

Fig. 3 A = 0.6, b = 0.2

cosine - factor = 0 (0)

cosine - factor = -1, (1) I - 0-2, (2) I = 0.

K_

/

/

Fig. h

Fig. 5

I = 0.2, A = 0.3; cosine - factor = -1. Variation of b:

(1) 0.1, (2) 0.15, (3) 0.2, (A) 0.3 (the curve (1) in the plotted

range coincides with the curve for cosine - factor = 0 ) .

.ft

.•+

I = 0.6, A - 0.3

cosine - factor = 0 (0)

cosine - factor = -1, (1) b 0.1, (2) b = 0.2.

Fig.l
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